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Inspiration...

Challenges

 (y) our VALUes... 

 

KNOwledge! 

 

 

Why 
co-designing  
with many
local people 
makes sense 
...

 

  
 

Better 

Questions...

Better 

Place 

My answ
ers on

ly...  maginePlaces
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Our host:
Look! St Albans ‘Our 
Community Voice on 
Design’ 

Landowner: 
St Albans City and 
District Council, 
acting as trustees 
and owner of the 
Museum of St Albans 
Hatfield Road Site 
(Community Services & 
is Planning 
Authority)  
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 maginePlaces

Facilitator 
     Team:  

Angela Koch 

Justin Bere
Jan Maciag 

Due to illness Justin 
was not able the 

attend the charrette. 
He will now provide 
the landowner with 
advice regarding 

further optimisation 
in building energy 
efficiency matters. 
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Welcome to a 3 part 
Design Charrette 

PART 1 PART 2 PART 3

Before: 
Preparation by Look! St Albans 
Preparation landowner & team  
Facilitator site visits & review of raft of material  

A) Used as input into 
Design & Access Statement for Planning Application    
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B) Published   
C) Used as part of a ‘Letter of Endorsement’  

by Look! St Albans to Local Planning Authority  

Results will be: 



PART 3PART 3
Presentation of annotated plans 
and rational covering:  
Existing structures: How existing structures can/
should be retained. 

Layout and building lines: How the buildings and 
public and private spaces should be arranged on the site, 
and the relationship between them and the buildings and 

spaces around the site as well as natural site conditions.   

Scale, block structure and urban grain: How big 
the buildings and spaces should be (height, width and 

length) and how they respond to the surrounding street, 
plot and building pattern.

Landscaping: How open spaces should be treated to 
enhance and protect the character of a place and foster 
biodiversity (incl. boundary treatments) 

Appearance: What the building and spaces should look 
like: building materials, colour palette, fenestration, 
roofing and other architectural details.

Movement and inclusive access: Why the access 
points and routes have been chosen, and how the site 

responds to street layout, public transport provision and 
parking needs and how everyone can get to and move through 
the place on equal terms regardless of age, disability, 

ethnicity or social grouping.

Uses/ ground floor uses: What buildings and spaces 
should be used for including proposed uses for ground 
floors/ street level if relevant. 

Renewable energy /efficiency: How the buildings and 
its operation reduce greenhouse gases and makes use of 
renewable energy sources.

...Connections between old and new, light 
and shadows, adaptability, 
reversibility ...  
 

  
Tell us ...
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Participation in numbers as provided by host 
Look! St Albans 

Friday 24 October: Part 1 - 31 Participants 
Saturday 25 October: Part 2 - 25 Participants
Monday 27 October: Part 3 - 37 Participants

The vast majority of participants attended more 
than 1 part of the 3 part Design Charrette. 
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LOOK! ST ALBANS 
DESIGN 

WORKSHOP
REPORT 

       JAN 2013 

Sources of input/insight 
& inspiration ...   

City - Neighbourhood - Street  
Site - Building - Room 

History 
Planning Policies(National/Local) 

Market & Need   
Site Analysis 

 Landowner’s Vision
Your Vision 

Local Expertise & Inspiration
External Expertise & Inspiration 

Draft Design Codes 
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“Confident 
21st century”     

Smart    Accommodating    

Respectful

Flexible    Sunny  

Great 
metabolism    

Surprising!

Age well    

Characteristics of great buildings & 
places ... of our time

 maginePlacespicture by Simon Cove 10



Part 1: Interactive 
Part 

Written Comments

Question: 
How can we achieve 
the emerging design 

goal...? 

Emerging Design 
Goal ... 

"The new place …     
with its buildings and 
landscape ... makes a 
positive contribution 
to the character of the 
locality and …

is an inspiring  
demonstration of 21st 
century low carbon 
building, living and 
working in St Albans 
historic city centre…

…and through 
achieving the above 
we will help to 
generate a substantial 
contribution to 
funding the new home 
of The Museum of St 
Albans."
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Vision Statement for MoSTA 
 
Context 
 
The Council has a clear vision of the future of its museum services over the coming years. 
 
A first step is to create a more accessible museum and gallery in the Town Hall, at the heart of the City. 
 
In order to achieve the vision, we must raise sufficient funding to build the new facilities. Although we have secured heritage lottery funding, with 
more to follow if we meet the criteria, there is a large funding gap that needs to be filled. 
 
The location of the existing City museum on Hatfield Road (MoSTA) does not maximise visitor footfall and is not conducive to presenting 
museum or art collections. It is however well situated for development. 
 
Therefore we plan to sell the Museum of St Albans site and invest the proceeds in the new museum and gallery, subject to Charity Commission 
approval. 
 
As Trustees we believe the best way to maximise the proceeds is to sell the site with planning permission. 
 
Our (draft) Vision  
 
This creates an opportunity to influence the design of an exemplar development for this Conservation Area site.  
 
Once developed, we anticipate the site can:  
  
a) showcase what St Albans would like to stand for in the 21st Century; and 
b) create a proud legacy for a significant site in the Conservation Area. 
  
We are committed to working with the community to develop a detailed planning application that prioritises design quality and sustainable 
building methods. 
 
We recognise the invaluable input that all stakeholders can provide in collaborating to create a legacy through a sensitive and ambitious design.  
 
Critical to our understanding of this confident 21st century St Albans is that it needs to complement our history.  In particular, any plan needs to 
commit to retain the old parts of the main building, to protect mature trees on site and to respect its neighbours. 

presented by Cllr Daly, Leader 
of the Council and Trustee  

during part 1,2 and 3 of the 
charrette 
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Exploring
Layout, Access, Parking, 
Landscaping, Setting, 

Scale, Massing,Height,Uses, 
Appearance,Light, 
Roofs,Materials,  

Privacy,
Orientation...
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4 Design Concepts 
Similarity between the 4 concepts:
+ Quantums: about 1500m2 to 1700m2 Gross External Area 
+ All concepts retain mature/protected trees. (Other trees perhaps replanted on site/screening the St. Peter’s Church yard?) 
+ Aim to make the ancient Oak an amenity (at least for people living and working on site)  
+ All concepts retain the locally listed parts of MoStA building (1898 and 1913 parts)
+ Reinstating all of the eight original roof lights on east and west side of existing 1913 building and consideration to be 
given to continuing roof lights in 1898 part of the building.
+ Mix of unit sizes and building typologies: Town houses, smaller mews houses and cottages as well as large apartments, 
ateliers and lofts and even a villa (mixes of sizes will result in a more mixed community of different needs and means).
+ Eave heights of new buildings are below or similar to MoSta building eave height (about 6.90m)
+ All new buildings have pitched roofs (material clay tiles, glass)
+ Significant step-change in thermal performance of listed building needs to be achieved 
+ Passive house standard can be reached in new buildings   
+ No ground floor floorplate below 50m2 Gross External Area (related to Draft Design Codes, Space Standards eg. London Mayors 
Housing Standards); except cottages in design concept 4. 
+ All properties to comply with ‘Lifetime Home Standard‘ so adaptable buildings usable by many different people are   achieved 
+ Some concepts explore extending existing MoStA building (eg. so a more balanced roadside front elevation can be achieved, 
the current building was never finished to the intended design)  
+ Reduce the need for the motorcar (provision of bike shed, max 1 car per household, car sharing option to be explored)
Key differences between the 4 concepts:  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+ Retain or enhance visual connection between St Peter’s, mature tree crowns and Hatfied Road   
+ Treatment of motorcar parking (front of site, back of site, dispersed) 
+ Energy efficiency and orientation of new buildings (semi-detached very different performance compared to terraces)  
+ Future vehicular access to Liberal Club 
Questions:  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+ Question regarding possible basements (light wells?, high end development, storage, hobby room, movie room, library)
+ Question on how to use ‘the MoSTA front room‘ (stunning room fronting Hatfield road) other than residential (sui generis 
use?, working artist accommodation?, creative businesses?, social/events room?)  
+ Affordable housing question/self-build plot an option?
+ How to make developers invest in demonstration project and deliver on exceptional design quality and energy efficiency? 
(Planning conditions, formally agreed design codes, competition/chose a developer with track record, type of developer) Tip: 
Use the small scale of this site/perhaps explore selling the MoStA building and site separately?   
+ Testing of reversibility of changes to locally listed building (e.g quietly making sure that the large floor plates in the 
locally listed building can be reinstated)      
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Design strategy for 
light: 

Reinstate 1913 
building to original 

plans 
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Design Concept with the 
highest level of support on 

27 October 2014 
(Part 3 of Design Charrette) 

Context & 
East Village Vision  A



 Design Concept 1: 
Oak Tree Gardens
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New Building

Glass structure: 
greenhouse  

conservatory, etc.   

Private Gardens    

New replanted tree   

Green boundary  tree   

Vehicular, pedestrian and DDA 
compliant Access   Possible future 

access 
to neighbouring 

site Pedestrian & 
DDA compliant access 

Coachhouse with  
(living,working/car/

bike parking)  

GateHouse 
(Bins/Recycling) 

Existing buildings 

Existing mature trees  

10m
8m
6m
4m
2m

2m 4m 6m 8m 10m 

N

The oak is a 
communal garden 
with a gate for 

residents 

Concept 1: 
Oak Tree 
Gardens 

 Extension to 
existing building: 

1 story + 
generous Attic  

 Glass structure: 
Entrance to 2 

apartments, full 
height, outdoor 

space upper 
apartment/loft  

Opportunity to 
extend unfinished 
1898 building 
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Existing structures: Retention and enhancement of 
1898 and 1913 buildings. Retention of windows on north 
facing facade of MoStA building. Extension along east 
elevation connecting via a greenhouse. Extension of front 
elevation.

Layout and building lines:  An arrangement of 
terraced town houses, smaller buildings and larger 
apartments sited around connected smaller and bigger 
courtyards and gardens; the layout can be continued as and 
when the neighbouring site might get developed. 
Possibility for 1 storey extensions of town houses. 

Scale, block structure and urban grain: New 
buildings: 2.5 floors and 1.5 floors, 5.50 to 6.5 wide; 
3.20 m high ground floors; maintains hierarchy of 
buildings. Overlooking of public alleyway to east provided. 
Distance between buildings and churchyard about 18m.

Landscaping: Private back and front gardens and shared 
gardens (oak tree),landscaped car parking and facilities 
in street-facing part of site; blue pavers and gravel, 
large proportion of site is soft landscaped but kept very 
sunny.      

Appearance: Natural materials in keeping with local 
palette: Red bricks(reclaimed?)/pitched roofs can be 
connected in the future; lots of glass/light and terraces 
in gables of terraced town houses; clay roof tiles. Timber 
frame windows.  

Movement and inclusive access: 1 access for 
motorcars and 2 pedestrian routes for residents; future 

vehicular access to Liberal Club possible. 
Uses/Quantum:1600m2 to 1700m2 GEA*, 11 to 13 units, 3 
to 4 town houses (2.5 floors), 3 smaller homes (1.5 
floors), 5 large apartments/ateliers/lofts with 
mezzanines; residential with creative activities and home 

working. 
Renewable energy/efficiency: These 2 terraces are 
a good built form to retain heat; the south facing terrace 
has great sun exposure and air regulation through cooler 
north side of building. Creation of a micro climate within 
courtyard.

 Design Concept 1: Oak Tree Gardens
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 Design Concept 1: Oak Tree Gardens
Quantums/building typologies:
About 1600 to 1700m2 GEA*
11 to 13 units: 
3 3 to 4 town houses (2.5 floors)
3 3 smaller homes (1.5 floors)
3 5 to 6 large apartments/ateliers/lofts 
(with Mezzanines) 

MoSTA building (1898 and 1913 building; 
about 850m2 in 4 apartments/ateliers/
lofts) 
3 About 275m2 x 2 floors + 300m2 
mezzanines)  

Extension of MoStA building 
(about 370m2) 
Street/front: 
3 about 90m2 apartment 
Courtyard side:
3 about 90m2 apartment (including 
conservatories and access) 
Oak tree back: about 190m2
3 30m2 greenhouse part of groundfloor 
atelier 1913 building  
3 80m2 small home 
3 80m2 small home 

New terrace of buildings: 
3 About 450m2 in 3 or 4 buildings of 2.5 
floors (including use of attic) / can be 
converted in garden flats and 

Coachhouse:
3 About 60m2 living/working accommodation 
3 60m2 Parking facilities for cars/bikes

Gatehouse: 
3 About 25m2 bin/recycling facilities 

All Gross Floor Area figures 
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 Design Concept 1: 
Oak Tree Gardens

Green Comments 
-! Opportunity to create 3/4 very distinctive, architecturally exciting 

urban town houses at rear

-! Hopefully not a 1980’s conservatory here, a nice glass box would be 
better

-! Contemporary extension to existing building to replace 1960s 
extensions

-! Good – but would be better with underground parking

-! Makes good use of the site – could potentially be improved by 
building across the frontage with an arch with living accommodation 

-! Could be more densely developed

-! Balance? 

White/blue/neutral Comments 
- Needs an extension on the existing frontage to create visual 

interest/excitement and close up courtyard space

- Possibly slightly under-developed in the sketch form

Red Comments  
- North-facing garden?! 

- Garden no cars! (Underground parking) too expensive? Or possible? 

- Could do with balancing the porch/depth of wings not matched 

- Bin recycling access for refuge vehicle?

In support (33+7 votes) 

In support of some of it (11 votes) 

Can’t quite support it (1 vote)

+++ Design Concept with the highest level of support +++
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 maginePlaces

Context & 
East Village Vision  A11 November 2014 

Angela Koch of ImaginePlaces 
London, Kentish Town  

email: Angela@ImaginePlaces.co.uk
twitter: @ImaginePlaces

phone: 07904310053 

End of 
Introduction & Summary  
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Agenda 24/10/2014 
                 7pm - 7.20pm:    Registration and look around the exhibition

7.20pm - 7.25pm: Welcome and purpose of the MoStA charrette (Vanessa Gregory, 
Chair Look St Albans) 

7.25pm - 7.40pm: MoStA charrette Part 1 to 3 &      
                 key design principles & development considerations (Angela, ImaginePlaces) 
7.40pm - 7.50pm: Museum of St Albans, Hatfield Road – a historical perspective
                (Kate Morris, former Mayor and Planning councillor and local historian)
7.50pm - 8.00pm:‘Renaissance St Albans Project’: Our plans for our New Museum & Gallery    

          in our Old Town Hall (Cllr Annie Brewster, Trustee St Albans Museums      
          and Galleries Trust) 

8pm - 8.30pm:    Gathering your ideas and thoughts on a great future for 9a Hatfield Road   
8.30pm - 8.45pm: Review, discussion and insights 
8.45pm - 8.55pm: A vision for MoStA and site (Cllr Daly,Leader of the Council) 
8.55pm - 9pm:    Next steps and invitation to return on Monday evening 

    (Vanessa Gregory, Look! St Albans)

    9pm: Close and informal discussions

 maginePlaces
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                  Roy Darby Architect

Why are we here...?
Willingness to help writing and drawing up 
new chapters for two significant places in St 
Albans!!!  

The Town Hall

Museum of 
St Albans 
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MoStA Old Town Hall 
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LOOK! ST ALBANS 
DESIGN 

WORKSHOP
REPORT 

       JAN 2013 

Sources of input/insight 
& inspiration ...   

City - Neighbourhood - Street  
Site - Building - Room 

History 
Planning Policies(National/Local) 

Market & Need   
Site Analysis 

 Landowner’s Vision
Your Vision 

Local Expertise & Inspiration
External Expertise & Inspiration 

Draft Design Codes 
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Planning Policy 70 for New Housing 
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City

N’bourhood

Street 

Site  

Building  
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View from St Peter’s Church Tower 
(highest point in St Albans)

MoStA building

Pictures provided by staff of St Peters’s Church. Thank you! 
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Facts & Figures and 
things to consider... 

The MOSTA site is...
3 34m (width) x 70m (length),
0.245 ha/ 0.605 ha (due South)
3  located between a busy road and 
a green sanctuary, 1 min away 
from the urban hustle and bustle; 
city centre location; walking 
distance to station 
3 Located in conservation area 
and surrounded by listed 
buildings made of red brick
and with pitched roofs  
3 Mix of uses around the site 
with residential/retirement homes 
opposite   
3 Home to MoSTA + office bungalow 
(1898,1913,1960.1898 building 
unfinished front elevation) 
3 1 Basement room  
3  Strikingly beautiful trees and 
garden setting...  31



ST. PETER’S CHURCH

ST. PETER’S CHURCH GARDENS

CEMETERY

MARLBOROUGH BUILDING

MARLBOROUGH BUILDING & GARDENS

KEY

SITE BOUNDARY

LISTED BUILDING

LOCALLY LISTED BUILDING

PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT

SITE LOCATION PLAN 1:2500

ST. PETER’S CHURCH

ST. PETER’S CHURCH GARDENS

CEMETERY

MARLBOROUGH BUILDING

MARLBOROUGH BUILDING & GARDENS

KEY

SITE BOUNDARY

LISTED BUILDING

LOCALLY LISTED BUILDING

PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT

SITE LOCATION PLAN 1:2500
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5. A1 MATURE SYCAMORE TREE NEXT TO ENTRANCE

4. ADJACENT RESTAURANT

3. CAR PARK & BUNGALOW

2. B1 YEW TREE IN CAR PARK

1. NATURAL SCREENING

6. B1 OAK TREE AT REAR BOUNDARY

7. ADJACENT PLAY SCHOOL FACADE

8. PATH BETWEEN SITE AND ADJACENT PLAY SCHOOL/CAFE

9&10. EXISTING FRONT FACADE OF LOCAL IMPORTANCE 

11. FRONT AND EAST FACADE OF IMPORTANCE + LATER LEAN TO

KEY

ARCHITECTURAL QUALITY

MATURE TREES

PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT
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Older and newer... 

The best should get a 
new lease of life... 
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LOOK! ST ALBANS 
DESIGN 

WORKSHOP
REPORT 

       JAN 2013 

How can the draft design codes 
help us regarding design 
matters ...? 
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LOOK! ST ALBANS WORKSHOP REPORT 29

HTTT STYLES & INFLUENCES

Elegance of Georgian buildings

Traditional architecture

Historic connections and resonance

Contemporary design reflecting St Albans 
tradition

Impose vernacular design features on 
modern/brutalist buildings

We need stylish and elegant design not 
brash, stark, plain buildings. The new 
leisure centre is stylish. The older city 
college building is not

No “boxy” buildings. Insist on “quality” 

We want to see fewer deteriorating and 
shabby 60’s & 70’s buildings. E.g. police 
station, Arena, Council offices and 
car park on Bricket Road. Law School, 
Hatfield Road

Past history and tradition, retained 
identity, unique identity

Greater aesthetic care/awareness

Keep in mind the medieval influence 
of the city when designing new. Keep 
development to a moderate scale

E OF?  What do we want more of in St Albans ? WHAT ARE THE DESIGN FEATURES IN EXISTING BUILDINGS AND SPACES THAT COULD WELL SHAPE…a confident 21st century city centre? 

Bath, Bristol, Windsor, Glasgow, 
Hertford, London, Farringdon, 
Spitalfields, Camden Market

Mix of styles

Good proportions and no “boxy” 
buildings, insist on quality architecture

More imaginative modern design which 
complement the heritage of the past and 
build the heritage of the future

Made of a good mixture of old and 
modern buildings

MATERIALS & FEATURES

Design features: points and circles in 
Oakland’s college buildings

Character if medieval- wood/stone

Interesting use of brick in new buildings. 
(thinking of Roman bricks and 
Bedfordshire bricks)

Design features: brick and perhaps flint, 
window glass with depth e.g. crown glass, 
lime mortar even with new build

Linking in with vernacular features – 
flint, brick, etc. – but with a modern 
interpretation

Interesting detail -> themes?

Varied small window shapes

High quality windows and entrances

Fewer flood lights

A town hall properly equipped with 
modern facilities including acoustic 
design – not like our present one

Respect tradition of brick in buildings

Buildings with attractive features/details 
– rooflines, doors, windows, brickwork 
etc. – as opposed to anonymous blocks

Naturally lit buildings. Well crafted 
brickwork. Bricks not plastic or concrete

Buildings with brick elevations and 
pitched roofs

Buildings which bring in light

Good quality materials and consistent 
design elements

Design plaques on buildings showing 
dates of build or history

Red brick/flint. Local building materials 
to be used in new buildings to blend with 
landscape

More brick, stone and natural materials

Different textures and materials

Use of glass and modern materials which 
respect existing street character

Albert Street near Café Rouge is new 
development, good design

Opportunity for ongoing developments in 
materials and design

Sense of proportion of buildings

Good quality buildings with well designed 
circulation spaces

Variety; old and new working together

Made of a good mixture of old and 
modern buildings

WORKSHOP REPORT
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1.Regulating Plan + 
2.Design Process + Testing 

Application of Design Codes How did the Draft Design Codes help...
(Please note one needs a Regulating 
Plan that indicates where which code 
applies. There was no Regulating Plan 
for the MoStA site hence we had to 
apply the codes more freely) 

Buildings: 
+ Adaptable buildings: higher floor to 
ceiling heights (Building Code 
Matrix,B2)
+ Sizes of building floor plates/urban 
grain
+ Appearance: B63 to B67 (see next 
pages)
+ Eaves under 6.90m: Eave of existing 
building (respond to /respect context!)
+ Importance of outdoor amenity spaces 
and landscaping 
+ Simplicity in material approach (B66) 
+ Energy efficiency/ passive solar gain  

Landscaping: 
+ Natural and locally relevant 
materials: blue/pink pavers for DDA 
compliant footpath and courtyard areas  
(M2) 
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64  LOOK! ST ALBANS WORKSHOP REPORT

WORKSHOP REPORT

B2                    ADAPTABLE BUILDINGS                 B2   
The range in permitted plot widths 
facilitates a pleasing rhythm along 
the street; a variety of uses and 
activities can be accommodated.  

3.20

3.20

Building envelopes can 
accommodate changing needs 
through generous floor to ceiling 
heights, internal adaptability and 
potential to ‘grow up, down and 
deep’ and ‘shrink’ or ‘link up’ 
across current property boundaries 
in the future.  

Townhouse Town house & Mews 
Building

Mews/Small Building
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LOOK! ST ALBANS WORKSHOP REPORT 47

WORKSHOP REPORT

STREETS AND SPACES CODE MATRIX

Street Typology Dimensions Materials Kerbs/drainage/services   Parking/waiting/loading Street furniture/ landscaping Boundary treatment

S1 Mews Lane / Alley 

     Mixed-use pedestrian priority

Building 
Type Access Aspect

Shoulder 
Height (in 

storeys)

Floor to 
Ceiling 
Height: 
Ground 

Floor

Floor to 
Ceiling 
Height: 
Upper 
Floors 

(excluding 
setbacks)

Plot 
Width Parking Private Privacy Strip Fenestration Basement Roof Types

CB                                     
Courtyard 
Building 

Common cores/
Own frontdoor; 
Groundfloor 
facing public 
streets and spaces: 
minimum access 
every 5 to 7m

Single/ 
Dual

Max. 4                                   
(except 
landmark 
building)

Min. 3.50m Min. 2.70m Max. 23 m On-street/ 
Car sharing/ 
on plot/      
Purpose build 
off plot

All types B6 Permitted Reflective of the 
context a variety 
of roof types 
are encouraged, 
adding interest 
along a 
streetscene. 

(pitched/gabled; 
mansard; gable 
mansard; half 
hipped; flat with 
roof terrace 
accommodated 
within setbacks)

Green and 
brown roofs are 
encouraged     

TH                                 
Townhouse

Own frontdoor; 
generous staircase 
allowed

Dual Max. 4 Min. 3.50m Min. 2.70m Min. 5m 

Max. 10m 

On-street/ 
Car sharing

All 
types;  
None on 
facade 

South facing 
min. 3m,

North facing, 
min 2m  

B6, See diagram. Permitted

MB                                       
Mews 
Building 

Own frontdoor; 
Large gate/shop 
window and own 
entrance  

Single/ 
Dual

Max. 3 Min 3.2m Min. 2.70m Min 7 m 
Max 10m 

On-street/ 
Car sharing/ 
Purpose build 
off plot

 All 
types;  
None on 
facades

None B6, See diagram. Permitted

TM                                 
Town 
house 
with Mews 
Building 

Own frontdoor; 
Large gate/shop 
window and own 
entrance 

Single/ 
Dual

TH Max. 4               
(except 
landmark 
building)

MB   Max. 
3

Townhouse: 
Min. 3.5m 

Mews: Min. 
3.2m

Min. 2.70m

Mews: Min. 
2.70m 

Min 5 m 
Max 10m 

On-street/
Plot/Car 
sharing/    
purpose build 
off plot

All 
types;  
None on 
facades

TH yes                    
MB, none

TH: receding Permitted

           BUILDINGS CODE MATRIX 
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LOOK! ST ALBANS WORKSHOP REPORT 75

WORKSHOP REPORT

B6                             APPEARANCE                            B6  

The whole of St Albans ’ city centre has Conservation Area designation. Consistency across materials, texture and colour palette gives a 
coherence to character and appearance of a place, street, urban quarter and indeed a city centre.  St Albans ’ city centre, as a place, provides 
a great diversity, if not confusion, of many building materials, colours, textures and inherent carbon footprint properties of the materials. It 
is suggested that this diversity in local context is met by a design and building material approach that relies principally on the use of natural 
materials, provision of high levels of natural daylight in buildings and high quality workmanship. Natural materials age well, can be repaired, 
and many people, in urban and rural environments, have an innate preference to the look and feel of natural materials.   

B63 

B64  

B65 

B66 

B67 

The Applicant shall demonstrate that the chosen design building material approach seeks to echo the resilience and delight found in 
many of the listed buildings nearby while confidently and eloquently stating the new building’s 21st century origin.

The development shall aim to minimise the impact on health and the environment through the selection and use of materials and   
their use. Simple rules for material selection shall be adopted, such as low volatile organic compounds (VOC) paints and finishes, no 
polyvinyl chloride (PVC), sustainable sourced timber, and insulants with a low Global Warming Potential (GWP). The development  
shall maximise the use of recycled materials to divert waste from landfill and minimise the use of primary materials and the associated  
impacts of their extraction, processing and transport.   

Roofing material: natural slate with carefully orientated solar and solar thermal panels, innovative products such as    
Heritage Solar Slates.  Rooflights, green and brown roofs are encouraged.
UPVC use for windows, shopfronts, shopfront signs, shop fascia signs, skylights, courtyard roofing structures, doors and cladding are  
not permitted. TV/Satellite equipment to be installed in line with Conservation Area regulations and where possible replaced by   
communally-used facilities

Internal layouts and detailed architecture for all development shall maximise winter solar gain in order to increase the thermal   
performance of buildings in terms of both heating and cooling, and to reduce the need for artificial light and ventilation. 
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76  LOOK! ST ALBANS WORKSHOP REPORT

WORKSHOP REPORT

B6                             APPEARANCE                         B6  
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50  LOOK! ST ALBANS WORKSHOP REPORT

WORKSHOP REPORT

M                   STREET/PAVING MATERIALS                                 
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117 Logements Mouvaux, France, LAN Architecture   

This is not the right scale/massing but 
perhaps inspiration: 

http://www.dezeen.com/2010/01/19/117-
housing-units-by-lan-architecture/ 
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Farm house, 
Suffolk  

Lucy Marston 

Pitched clay tiled 
roofs...  

New buildings with pitched roofs and clay tiles...
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“Confident 
21st century”     

Smart    Accommodating    

Respectful

Flexible    Sunny  

Great 
metabolism    

Surprising!

Age well    

Characteristics of great buildings & 
places ... of our time

 maginePlacespicture by Simon Cove 45



Emerging Design Goal ... 

"The new place … with its buildings and 
landscape ... makes a positive contribution to 
the character of the locality and …

is an inspiring  demonstration of 21st century 
low carbon building, living and working in St 
Albans historic city centre…

…and through achieving the above we will help 
to generate a substantial contribution to 
funding the new home of The Museum of St 
Albans."    
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Presentations:
Friday 24th October 

& 
Saturday 25th October 

Context & 
East Village Vision  A
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Museum	  of	  St	  Albans,	  Ha2ield	  Road	  –	  a	  historical	  perspec;ve	  presented	  by	  Kate	  Morris	  October	  2014

The	  Museum	  of	  St	  Albans	  was	  built	  on	  Dovehouse	  Field	  which	  belonged	  to	  the	  manor	  of	  Newland	  Squillers,	  bought	  in	  the	  late	  17th	  century	  by	  the	  Duchess	  of	  Marlborough.	  The	  Spencer	  family	  inherited	  her	  St	  Albans	  estates.	  The	  field	  was	  

developed	  only	  in	  the	  19th	  century	  when	  Lord	  Spencer	  gave	  land	  first	  to	  the	  parish	  for	  a	  NaFonal	  School,	  and	  then	  later	  for	  St	  Peter’s	  InsFtute,	  for	  a	  Museum	  for	  the	  County,	  the	  Liberal	  Club	  and	  a	  Drill	  Hall.	  The	  western	  part	  of	  the	  field	  was	  let	  

early	  on	  as	  a	  nursery	  garden	  for	  the	  parish	  workhouse	  (now	  Rumball	  Sedgwick).	  That	  was	  incorporated	  in	  the	  school	  site.	  The	  eastern	  part,	  where	  the	  Museum	  is,	  was	  rented	  on	  occasion	  for	  visiFng	  circuses.	  A	  path,	  formerly	  tree	  lined,	  has	  
divided	  the	  field	  since	  Fme	  immemorial.	  It	  allowed	  easy	  access	  from	  the	  Marlborough	  Buildings	  opened	  in	  1736	  opposite	  the	  field	  to	  the	  church.	  This	  is	  sFll	  a	  well-‐used	  public	  footpath	  which	  links	  with	  pedestrian	  routes	  through	  the	  churchyard.	  

The	  site	  lies	  in	  St	  Peter’s.	  St	  Peter’s	  throughout	  the	  19th	  and	  20th	  centuries,	  has	  been	  the	  hub	  of	  the	  Borough.	  From	  Dagnall	  Lane	  to	  Snatchup	  Alley,	  its	  elegant	  18th	  century	  street	  became	  in	  the	  19th	  and	  20th	  centuries	  the	  commercial	  centre.	  Its	  

church	  and	  churchyard	  have	  always	  been	  recognised	  as	  predominant	  in	  the	  Borough.	  The	  filling	  in	  of	  the	  ancient	  Cock	  pond	  and	  modern	  replacement	  with	  a	  roundabout,	  	  then	  the	  1930s	  widening	  of	  Cock	  Lane,	  now	  HaWield	  Road,	  have	  led	  to	  

the	  creaFon	  of	  a	  heavily	  trafficked	  thoroughfare	  to	  and	  from	  the	  East.	  But	  the	  street	  was	  populated	  with	  social	  buildings,	  many	  of	  high	  status,	  including	  the	  museum	  and	  most	  of	  them	  remain.	  Two	  public	  houses	  on	  the	  Western	  corners,	  a	  

community	  school,	  a	  club,	  a	  drill	  hall,	  a	  museum,	  almshouses,	  a	  church	  insFtute	  and	  then	  another	  ancient	  public	  house,	  the	  Peacock,	  at	  its	  East	  end,	  which	  marked	  the	  boundary	  of	  the	  original	  borough.	  The	  small	  row	  of	  shops	  on	  the	  south	  side	  

are	  a	  20th	  century	  development	  where	  more	  almshouses	  and	  parish	  co[ages	  stood	  earlier.

The	  rapid	  development	  of	  HerWordshire	  in	  the	  50s	  and	  60s	  led	  to	  the	  innovaFve	  educaFonal	  architecture	  for	  which	  the	  County	  became	  famous.	  Sadly	  the	  County	  Council’s	  closure	  of	  what	  was	  then	  the	  Pemberton	  Junior	  School	  and	  building	  of	  

the	  badly	  needed	  new	  facility	  for	  the	  city’s	  Art	  College	  was	  not	  the	  best	  example	  and	  intruded	  in	  the	  established	  Victorian	  street	  scene.	  In	  the	  Dra`	  Character	  Statement	  for	  the	  St	  Albans	  ConservaFon	  Area	  it	  is	  regarded	  as	  making	  a	  negaFve	  

contribuFon.	  That	  and	  the	  developments	  on	  the	  two	  corners	  of	  Catherine	  Street	  opposite	  have	  blighted	  the	  architectural	  cohesion	  of	  St	  Peter’s	  heart.	  But	  many	  early	  buildings	  remain	  and	  these	  18th	  century	  and	  Victorian	  developments	  are	  key	  

to	  its	  character.	  Some	  are	  listed	  and	  the	  District	  Council	  is	  bound	  to	  conserve	  them	  and	  their	  seang.	  

The	  Museum’s	  early	  artefacts	  were	  housed	  in	  the	  Town	  Hall.	  Encouragement	  and	  assistance	  in	  establishing	  the	  present	  Museum,	  which	  was	  opened	  in	  1898,	  was	  given	  by	  the	  St	  Albans	  and	  HerWordshire	  Architectural	  and	  Archaeological	  Society	  

(SAHAAS),	  which	  is	  sFll	  acFve	  in	  the	  interests	  of	  our	  heritage	  today.	  Responsibility	  for	  the	  site,	  and	  the	  museum	  service,	  have,	  since	  the	  1974	  local	  government	  reorganisaFon,	  lain	  with	  the	  City	  and	  District	  Council	  of	  St	  Albans.	  But	  interests	  in	  

the	  site	  remain	  wide.	  The	  Council’s	  archives	  have	  been	  deposited	  with	  the	  County’s	  Record	  Office	  and	  the	  public	  library’s	  local	  history	  collecFon	  is	  the	  responsibility	  of	  HerWordshire	  County	  Council,	  but	  local	  and	  family	  history	  researchers,	  

within	  the	  District	  and	  far	  afield,	  schoolchildren	  and	  other	  interested	  parFes	  rely	  on	  the	  museum’s	  resources,	  whether	  currently	  displayed	  or	  not.	  Casual	  visitors	  are	  relaFvely	  few	  as	  the	  heavily	  trafficked	  HaWield	  Road	  has	  a	  relaFvely	  low	  

fooWall	  and	  parking	  for	  the	  museum	  is	  seriously	  limited.	  SAHAAS	  maintains	  a	  close	  interest	  but	  has	  no	  direct	  responsibility.	  In	  addiFon	  to	  the	  local	  history	  collecFons	  and	  research	  and	  educaFonal	  faciliFes,	  the	  site	  has	  always	  had	  a	  natural	  

history	  offer.	  Its	  garden	  has	  always	  been	  a	  resource	  for	  educaFon	  and	  leisure.	  

Moving	  the	  Museum	  facility	  to	  the	  Town	  Hall	  in	  Market	  Place	  may	  be	  a	  good	  plan	  and	  I	  support	  it,	  as	  long	  as	  the	  museum	  service	  is	  maintained.	  Artefacts	  can	  be	  stored	  and	  probably	  be[er	  displayed	  on	  sites	  other	  than	  this.	  A	  research	  centre	  

could	  be	  established	  elsewhere	  on	  a	  less	  expensive	  site.	  A	  gallery	  for	  display	  of	  artworks	  has	  been	  lacking	  and	  could	  be	  provided	  in	  a	  be[er	  way	  than	  on	  this	  site.	  But	  the	  garden	  facility	  for	  natural	  history	  cannot	  easily	  be	  replicated	  in	  the	  town	  

centre.

So	  what	  of	  this	  prime	  city	  centre	  site	  a`er	  the	  museum’s	  removal?	  

We	  are	  fortunate	  now	  in	  having	  at	  least	  a	  dra`	  Character	  Statement	  for	  the	  St	  Albans	  ConservaFon	  Area	  to	  guide	  plans	  for	  any	  future	  development.	  Though	  slow	  in	  adopFon,	  it	  is,	  apart	  from	  the	  various	  pieces	  of	  research	  published	  from	  Fme	  

to	  Fme	  by	  local	  historians,	  the	  only	  point	  of	  reference	  we	  have.	  Developers	  must	  also	  take	  account	  of	  naFonal	  guidance	  and	  local	  plans	  in	  making	  applicaFons	  and	  both	  buildings	  and	  trees	  enjoy	  some	  protecFon	  in	  ConservaFon	  Areas,	  quite	  

apart	  from	  any	  lisFng	  constraints	  on	  individual	  buildings.	  The	  Museum	  of	  St	  Albans	  is	  a	  locally	  listed	  building,	  which	  in	  itself	  offers	  minimal	  protecFon,	  but	  it	  is	  a	  landmark	  on	  the	  streetscape.	  Its	  hinterland	  is	  not	  architecturally	  remarkable	  or	  

valuable	  and	  the	  1930s	  bungalow	  is	  not	  sensiFve.	  But	  the	  garden,	  with	  its	  ancient	  tree	  is.	  But	  much	  more	  important	  to	  take	  into	  account	  is	  the	  site’s	  seang.	  The	  site	  forms	  part	  of	  the	  seang	  of	  the	  listed	  church	  and	  the	  churchyard	  behind	  and	  

that	  of	  the	  Grade	  II	  Marlborough	  Buildings	  opposite,	  which	  must	  be	  protected	  and	  so	  the	  site	  should	  be	  only	  very	  sensiFvely	  developed.	  It	  was	  this	  which	  influenced	  the	  Secretary	  of	  State’s	  decision,	  when	  he	  refused	  permission	  for	  demoliFon	  

of	  the	  Pemberton	  block	  on	  the	  then	  University	  Law	  School	  site.	  The	  grading	  of	  the	  church	  is	  II*	  and	  the	  churchyard	  has	  recently	  been	  the	  subject	  of	  a	  major	  refurbishment	  and	  is	  heavily	  used	  by	  pedestrians.	  Any	  development	  at	  the	  back	  of	  the	  

museum	  site	  must	  respect	  that	  seang	  as	  well	  as	  that	  of	  the	  frontage.	  Any	  actual	  structure	  must	  be	  in	  sympathy	  with	  the	  character	  of	  the	  area	  using	  appropriate	  materials,	  almost	  certainly	  brick.

The	  quesFon	  of	  use	  of	  the	  site	  must	  be	  considered	  –	  educaFonal?	  residenFal?	  office	  or	  business	  use?	  or	  even	  retail?	  A	  potenFal	  developer	  must	  maximising	  return	  on	  investment	  and	  consider	  use,	  and	  maximum	  possible	  scale	  of	  development.	  

The	  Character	  Statement	  about	  the	  area	  is	  a	  key	  document	  to	  be	  considered	  in	  assessing	  the	  likely	  success	  of	  any	  applicaFon.	  If	  the	  District	  Council	  as	  owner	  of	  the	  site	  makes	  an	  applicaFon,	  it	  cannot	  consider	  it	  itself,	  and	  the	  applicaFon	  will	  be	  

referred	  to	  the	  Secretary	  of	  State.	  The	  community	  has	  a	  substanFal	  role	  to	  play	  in	  offering	  its	  informed	  comments,	  which	  is	  what	  tomorrow’s	  charre[e	  is	  all	  about.	  However,	  that	  does	  not	  preclude	  contribuFons	  once	  an	  applicaFon	  is	  lodged.

The	  St	  Albans	  ConservaFon	  Area	  Character	  Statement	  covers	  the	  whole	  of	  the	  city	  centre	  and	  is	  divided	  into	  many	  secFons.	  The	  relevant	  ones	  for	  this	  site	  are	  Areas	  3	  (the	  Three	  Parishes),	  4	  (City	  Centre)	  19	  (Office	  Core)	  and	  25	  (Essex	  St/Cli`on	  

St).	  Area	  3	  covers	  the	  church	  and	  churchyard,	  4	  St	  Peter’s	  Street,	  19	  primarily	  the	  developments	  behind	  St	  Peter’s	  Street	  and	  behind	  the	  Marlborough	  Buildings,	  so	  the	  opposite	  side	  of	  HaWield	  Road,	  and	  25	  the	  Victorian	  residenFal	  area	  which	  

is	  closest	  to	  the	  site.	  The	  site	  itself	  is	  included	  in	  Area	  19,	  which	  has	  the	  unfortunate	  Ftle	  ‘Office	  Core’,	  reflecFng	  the	  development	  of	  Bricket	  Road	  for	  offices,	  but	  this	  is	  a	  poor,	  even	  misleading,	  descripFon	  for	  either	  side	  of	  HaWield	  Road.	  Should	  

there	  be	  an	  applicaFon	  for	  residenFal	  development,	  the	  statement	  for	  Area	  25,	  its	  Victorian	  immediately	  neighbouring	  site,	  should	  inform	  any	  applicaFon	  –	  small	  scale	  and	  low	  rise	  –	  and	  note	  be	  taken	  of	  that	  Area’s	  negaFve	  point	  about	  ‘The	  

lack	  of	  landscaping,	  due	  to	  the	  small	  front	  garden	  size,	  although	  the	  trees	  from	  gardens/the	  church	  yard,	  and	  the	  large	  tree	  near	  the	  church	  ins;tute	  and	  along	  the	  frontage	  of	  the	  Oaklands	  site	  do	  contribute’.	  There	  should	  be	  absolutely	  no	  

confusion	  of	  this	  site	  with	  the	  recently	  re-‐developed	  old	  City	  College	  site	  to	  the	  East,	  nor	  any	  precedent	  assumed.	  It	  was	  a	  largely	  Edwardian	  area,	  developed	  well	  in	  the	  1970s	  for	  educaFon.	  The	  current	  development,	  though	  overwhelmingly	  

modern,	  respects	  the	  listed	  College	  building.	  
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The	  DraL	  St	  Albans	  Conserva;on	  Area	  Character	  Statement	  September	  2010	  can	  be	  found	  at:

h[p://www.stalbans.gov.uk/planning/conservaFon/StAlbansConservaFonAreaCharacterStatement.aspx	  .

Here	  are	  some	  relevant	  extracts:

Area	  3	  Three	  parishes

Despite	  the	  exterior	  of	  the	  church	  displaying	  li[le	  of	  its	  medieval	  origins,	  this	  does	  not	  detract	  from	  its	  grassy	  churchyard	  seang,	  which,	  situated	  slightly	  above	  the	  town	  and	  screened	  by	  trees,	  offers	  an	  
oasis	  of	  tranquillity	  away	  from	  the	  noisy	  city	  centre.	  This	  is	  a	  well-‐used	  space	  and	  a	  popular	  through	  route,	  though	  the	  area,	  parFcularly	  the	  condiFon	  of	  the	  graveyard	  could	  benefit	  from	  some	  
improvements	  and	  is	  currently	  the	  subject	  of	  a	  restoraFon	  plan.	  The	  landscape	  quality	  of	  this	  area,	  benefits	  nearby	  Character	  Areas,	  for	  example	  how	  the	  trees	  of	  the	  churchyard	  back	  onto	  the	  
residenFal	  streets	  of	  Hall	  Place	  Gardens	  and	  Cli`on	  Street	  (Character	  Area	  18),	  giving	  these	  houses	  a	  sense	  of	  space	  and	  also	  how	  the	  trees	  can	  be	  glimpsed	  between	  the	  buildings	  on	  HaWield	  Road	  
(Character	  Area	  19),	  which	  posiFvely	  contributes	  to	  the	  streetscene.

St	  Peter’s	  is	  most	  removed	  from	  its	  mediaeval	  origins,	  because	  it	  displays	  its	  ‘restoraFon’	  more	  obviously,	  not	  only	  in	  its	  scale	  but	  also	  its	  materials.
This	  is	  further	  compounded	  by	  the	  seang	  of	  St	  Peter’s	  when	  compared	  to	  the	  other	  two	  churches	  because	  St	  Peter’s	  in	  more	  integrated	  into	  the	  town,	  with	  commercial	  and	  residenFal	  development	  
nearby,	  whereas	  the	  other	  two	  churches	  have	  large	  areas	  of	  open	  land	  nearby.

Public	  Realm

Each	  parish	  church	  has	  unique	  characterisFcs	  worthy	  of	  protecFon;	  this	  is	  not	  only	  in	  the
architectural	  features	  in	  each,	  but	  also	  in	  their	  seangs.	  In	  the	  case	  of	  St	  Peter’s,	  of	  par;cular	  importance	  are	  the	  large	  and	  well	  used	  peaceful	  church	  yard	  and	  the	  important	  views	  of	  the	  church	  tower	  
from	  many	  viewpoints.	  Need	  for	  con;nual	  maintenance	  and	  management	  of	  spaces,	  trees,	  plan;ng	  and	  structures	  but	  scope	  to	  improve	  appearance	  and	  the	  experience	  of	  the	  public	  using	  the	  
spaces.

To	  the	  north	  of	  HaWield	  Road,	  opposite	  the	  Almshouses,	  wide	  plots	  developed	  in	  the	  Victorian	  era	  to	  accommodate	  the	  enlarging	  school,	  drill	  hall	  and	  parish	  room	  and	  later,	  in	  the	  early	  C20th,	  the	  
purpose	  built	  provincial	  Museum	  and	  former	  Liberal	  Club.	  These	  buildings	  are	  in	  Victorian/Edwardian	  free	  style	  including	  variaFons	  of	  mulF-‐red	  brickwork	  and	  red	  clay	  Fled	  roofs	  and	  one	  slate	  roof.	  
These	  fine	  buildings	  contribute	  posiFvely	  to	  the	  character	  of	  the	  conservaFon	  area	  both	  historically	  and	  architecturally,	  containing	  fine	  detailing	  unlikely	  to	  be	  repeated,	  such	  as	  the	  neo-‐Norman	  arches	  
of	  the	  Museum	  and	  the	  neo-‐Jacobean	  window	  labels	  and	  castellaFon	  on	  the	  parish	  rooms.	  This	  group	  includes	  the	  Peacock	  Public	  House.	  The	  University	  of	  HerWordshire	  complex	  (formerly	  St	  Albans	  
College	  of	  Art),	  on	  HaWield	  Road	  is	  the	  odd	  one	  out	  of	  this	  group;	  standard	  concrete	  buildings	  with	  prefabricated	  exposed	  aggregate	  panels,	  they	  are	  negaFve	  in	  their	  effect	  on	  the	  appearance	  of	  the	  
Character	  Area,	  parFcularly	  within	  the	  street	  scene,	  although	  the	  effect	  is	  so`ened	  somewhat	  in	  summer	  by	  good	  trees	  along	  the	  frontage	  of	  HaWield	  Road.	  A	  small	  Victorian	  building	  remains	  hidden	  
from	  HaWield	  Road	  by	  the	  University	  buildings.	  This	  is	  the	  last	  remaining	  part	  of	  the	  former	  St	  Peter’s	  School	  and	  completes	  the	  social	  buildings	  of	  that	  era	  in	  this	  sector.	  Its	  contribuFon	  to	  the	  character	  
of	  the	  ConservaFon	  Area	  is	  in	  representaFon	  of	  a	  Victorian/Edwardian	  School	  and	  its	  group	  value	  with	  the	  other	  social	  buildings	  of	  the
same	  era.

Scope	  for	  Change
The	  negaFve	  buildings	  are	  areas	  of	  opportunity	  for	  redevelopment,	  but	  these	  need	  to	  be	  considered	  holisFcally,	  including	  the	  spaces	  between	  buildings,	  as	  the	  danger	  of	  piecemeal	  redevelopment	  is	  the 	  
further	  fragmentaFon	  of	  the	  area.
Any	  new	  buildings	  should	  not	  become	  sky	  line	  buildings	  when	  viewed	  from	  the	  north	  west	  as	  they	  would	  tend	  to	  detract	  from	  the	  importance	  of	  the	  Abbey	  Tower	  and	  St	  Peter’s	  Church	  Tower;	  views	  of	  
St.	  Peter’s	  Tower	  from	  within	  the	  zone	  should	  be	  maintained	  and	  where	  possible	  improved.	  In	  this	  vein	  …	  the	  scale	  and	  seangs	  of	  exisFng	  Listed	  and	  Locally	  Listed	  buildings	  such	  as	  the	  Marlborough	  
Alms	  Houses	  and	  32-‐34	  Upper	  Marlborough	  Road	  should	  be	  respected	  in	  new	  development.	  Materials	  of	  new	  buildings	  should	  be	  considered	  carefully	  in	  order	  to	  unite	  the	  area.

Apart	  from	  the	  demoliFon	  of	  the	  negaFve	  buildings,	  and	  their	  replacement	  with	  be[er	  buildings	  and	  spaces,	  there	  is	  also	  capacity	  for	  smaller	  scale	  changes	  which	  could	  improve	  the	  character	  of	  the	  
area.

Many	  of	  the	  trees	  are	  mature	  and	  new	  replacement	  planFng	  is	  needed	  when	  they	  become	  unviable.	  PlanFng	  of	  major	  trees	  should	  be	  extended	  into	  open	  areas	  such	  as	  in	  Charter	  Close	  to	  the	  north	  of	  
the	  Council	  car	  park	  and	  exisFng	  good	  trees	  should	  be	  retained.

Nega;ve	  for	  Area	  25	  Essex	  St/CliLon	  St:	  The	  lack	  of	  landscaping,	  due	  to	  the	  small	  front	  garden	  size,	  although	  the	  trees	  from	  gardens/the	  church	  yard,	  and	  the	  large	  tree	  near	  the	  church	  insFtute	  and	  
along	  the	  frontage	  of	  the	  Oaklands	  site	  do	  contribute.	  
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presented by Cllr Annie 
Brewster, Trustee St Albans 
Museums and Galleries Trust 
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Proposals 
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Part 1: Interactive 
Part 

Written Comments

Question: 
How can we achieve 
the emerging design 

goal...? 

Emerging Design 
Goal ... 

"The new place …     
with its buildings and 
landscape ... makes a 
positive contribution 
to the character of the 
locality and …

is an inspiring  
demonstration of 21st 
century low carbon 
building, living and 
working in St Albans 
historic city centre…

…and through 
achieving the above 
we will help to 
generate a substantial 
contribution to 
funding the new home 
of The Museum of St 
Albans."
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EXISTING STRUCTURES

2a. Remove 60’s extension

3a. Retain the best of what we have: Expunge the worst examples of the past

4. Knock down past 60s buildings

6. Making the most of the character of the locality. Good quality sustainable residential design mixing the old with the modern. 
Making the most of the existing building to create excellent space

18. Echo Almshouses? Keep front part only

46a. Keep main building

50b. Keep front part and original building (perhaps 1913 extension)

LAYOUT AND BUILDING LINES
3b. The balancing act is to maximise value whilst respecting surroundings

12. Cover up plain wall overlooking car park (incl. drawing)

14. Would a courtyard shape give sanctuary, light to all, sense of community 

28. A place that has fine buildings and equally fine spaces between them

43. Reverse Almshouse shape views (incl. drawing)

50g. Don’t fill site with buildings

52a. Capture views particularly over the churchyard

52c. Views up to the sky/ lighting (freeway?)

55. Would a courtyard space give sanctuary (from road), light to all, sense of community mimic Almshouse …..?

57c. Any value in the rear view? No?

SCALE, BLOCK STRUCTURE AND URBAN GRAIN

2c. Have similar massing to neighbours

27. No pastiche – don’t mimic existing building but respect its scale

50d. Not taller than roof

LANDSCAPING

15. Kerb appeal – retain front elevation (even if only skin-deep)

31c. Front doorway is attractive, retain or design into building

41. Can parts of the communal garden be incorporated into the site

46c. Sculpture in garden?

50a. Save main trees

56b. Keep and augment landscape and trees

58b. It is a large space, with a practically untouched garden, the bungalows should go, some new landscaping perhaps

Ideas by theme 
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APPEARANCE

2b. Build a modern interpretation of the local design details and building 
lines

5. Expanse of glass to enjoy city centre greenery (for work/home)

7b. Leafy, mirroring the St Albans houses

7c. Lots of varied brick

24. Pitch roofs are a good feature 

25. Not sure we need anything that shouts ‘21st century’ just very good late 
20th 

30. Old building high structure can it be divided and tall windows retained

31a. Arches on old building with red bricks can they (be) a feature in 
designing new buildings

31b. Round window retain it somewhere

34. Take into account view from Churchyard and back, lighting building can be 
intrusive

45. Character / Ideas
 - Remove poor extensions reveal full late 1800’s building – if there
 - reflect quality elements

50e. New architecture

50f. Brick/Glass/Wood

52b. Use of brick but also other materials to elevations

54c. Conventional brick frontages, glass and light predominantly rear? 

56a. Respect the churchyard! Keep the best of the building to convert… add 
sympathetically materials, scale, mass

57a. Frontages and trees preserved – what’s added needs to be no pastiche; 
modern and exciting – exploit glass / light - reflections

MOVEMENT AND INCLUSIVE ACCESS

32. Disabled access to site in future should surely come from the footpath 
coming from St Peter’s Church yard

35. Access other than from Hatfield Rd

48a. Link plot with church and Almshouses

51a. Consider connection to churchyard

51b. Impact of lighting – improve safety to pedestrians?

51c. Central courtyard?
         Arch entrance?

USES / GROUND FLOOR USES

1. Live/Work Studio

7a. Housing – including sheltered – not only for the rich! And community 
St Peter’s Church

8a. Research

8b. Performing Arts Centre

8c. Corporate HQ

8d. School

8e. Art gallery

9a. Social building but bring life by residential element

9b. Need research centre and lecture facility

10. Housing and community centre for elderly (level walk / central)

11. Small business centre for start-ups

13a. Maximising the contribution – residential development is likely to 
achieve best values

13b. Consider using the existing garden as a mixed use garden for the 
residential development and also as a community garden

16. Put a public ‘roof space’ with a view

17. A use that minimises car dependency

22. Apartment front – luxury housing over park?

23. Subterranean car parking 

29. Viable development? Probably residential… at most live/work

37. Is there a use which preserves public access to the garden and into 
St Peter’s Church garden?

40a. Can any of the present building be used as a research centre for 
the museum?

40b. Some of the site for housing

40c. Community usage for some of it is essential  

42. Underground parking

44. I find anything but housing a non-credible option 

46b. Glass conservatory at back

46d. Another art gallery?

47. Need space for seclude vehicles off busy road

48b. Include some social housing?
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USES / GROUND FLOOR USES (continued) 

50c. Underground parking between trees

50h. Compulsory purchase liberal club and use as school 
extension

53b. Zero parking

53c. Residential use

54a. Al round residential use

57b. Needs to be residential to raise adequate funds

58a. Use of the building should be decided first – no 
particular suggestions so for except a research centre

RENEWABLE ENERGY / EFFICIENCY

19. Low Carbon? Apartments/Terraces ‘Small Footprint – greater 
height’. Already an immensely sustainable location

20. Low carbon living. Sensitive integration of sustainable 
materials and construction methods

21. Low carbon must be durable if values are to be maintained  

26. I’m not at all convinced that cutting edge ‘carbon’ issues 
will look modern in 10 years: low priority 

36. Can you combine views + solar gain

38. In new design (Romanesque style) 
 - low carbon, yes for new build
 - sustainable contribution: maximise amount of

54b. Build as an example of low carbon …?... units

MORE GENERAL COMMENTS

33. Need explicit estimate of maximum money that can be 
generated

39. It seems a difficult decision for this site that it has to 
subsidise the Town Hall site

49. Can we do anything about the street outside? Too much 
traffic queues all day, pollution etc. 

53a. How can we achieve this: A new building that the planners 
of 2100 will want to ‘list’ as a fine example of 2014/15 
architecture  
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Vision Statement for MoSTA 
 
Context 
 
The Council has a clear vision of the future of its museum services over the coming years. 
 
A first step is to create a more accessible museum and gallery in the Town Hall, at the heart of the City. 
 
In order to achieve the vision, we must raise sufficient funding to build the new facilities. Although we have secured heritage lottery funding, with 
more to follow if we meet the criteria, there is a large funding gap that needs to be filled. 
 
The location of the existing City museum on Hatfield Road (MoSTA) does not maximise visitor footfall and is not conducive to presenting 
museum or art collections. It is however well situated for development. 
 
Therefore we plan to sell the Museum of St Albans site and invest the proceeds in the new museum and gallery, subject to Charity Commission 
approval. 
 
As Trustees we believe the best way to maximise the proceeds is to sell the site with planning permission. 
 
Our (draft) Vision  
 
This creates an opportunity to influence the design of an exemplar development for this Conservation Area site.  
 
Once developed, we anticipate the site can:  
  
a) showcase what St Albans would like to stand for in the 21st Century; and 
b) create a proud legacy for a significant site in the Conservation Area. 
  
We are committed to working with the community to develop a detailed planning application that prioritises design quality and sustainable 
building methods. 
 
We recognise the invaluable input that all stakeholders can provide in collaborating to create a legacy through a sensitive and ambitious design.  
 
Critical to our understanding of this confident 21st century St Albans is that it needs to complement our history.  In particular, any plan needs to 
commit to retain the old parts of the main building, to protect mature trees on site and to respect its neighbours. 

presented by Cllr Daly, Leader 
of the Council and Trustee  

during part 1,2 and 3 of the 
charrette 
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PART 2
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Context & 
East Village Vision  A



Agenda 25/10/2014 
10am - 10.15am Registration

10.15am - 10.25am Welcome and purpose of the day (Mayor of St Albans Cllr. Geoff 
Harrison and Vanessa Gregory, Look! St Albans) 
10.25 to 10.40am: Structure of the MoStA charrette and key design principles and 
development considerations (Angela Koch, ImaginePlaces)
10.40am - 10.50am: Museum of St Albans, Hatfield Road – a historical perspective (Kate 
Morris, former Mayor and Planning councillor and local historian)
10.50am - 11.00am: ‘Renaissance St Albans Project’: Our plans for our New Museum in 
our Old Town Hall (Cllr Annie Brewster, Trustee St Albans Museums and Galleries Trust, 
Portfolio holder for Sports
11am - 12:30pm Site visit and discussion on site constraints and opportunities  
12.30pm to 1.30pm: Lunch with informal conversations on themes such as orientation, 
views, layout, scale, massing, height, landscaping, boundary treatments, materials, 
appearance, access, parking, connection between old and new, light and shadows, low 

carbon future and reducing energy need, innovation, creativity, adaptability…)
1.30pm – 1.35pm: Our vision for MoStA (Cllr Daly, Leader of the Council)
1.35pm – 1.40pm: Summary of interactive engagement during Part 1
1.40pm - 4pm:    Working through design considerations and options 
4pm  - 4.55pm:   Review of developed proposals, insights and assessments across a 
range of criteria
 
4.55pm – 5pm: Next steps and close 

 maginePlaces
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Exploring
Layout, Access, Parking, 
Landscaping, Setting, 

Scale, Massing,Height,Uses, 
Appearance,Light, 
Roofs,Materials,  

Privacy,
Orientation...
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PART 3

All work presented here was produced 
between the 24th and 27th of October 2014 
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Context & 
East Village Vision  A



Agenda for 27/10/2014  
7pm - 7.20pm: Registration and look around the exhibition
7.20pm - 7.25pm: Welcome and purpose of tonight (Vanessa Gregory, Chair Look! St Albans)
7.25pm - 7.35pm: Summary of activities (Angela, ImaginePlaces)
7.35pm - 8pm:    Presentation of Design Concepts (Angela, ImaginePlaces)
8.00pm – 8.25pm: Discussion (All)
8.25pm – 8.45pm: Voting on Design Concepts (All) 
8.45pm - 8.50pm: Review (All)
8.50pm – 9pm:    Next steps and close (Vanessa Gregory, Chair Look! St Albans)

 maginePlaces
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Design Concepts 
Similarity between the concepts:
+ Quantums: about 1500m2 to 1700m2 Gross External Area 
+ All concepts retain mature/protected trees. (Other trees perhaps replanted on site/screening the St. Peter’s Church yard?) 
+ Aim to make the ancient Oak an amenity (at least for people living and working on site)  
+ All concepts retain the locally listed parts of MoStA building (1898 and 1913 parts)
+ Reinstating all of the eight original roof lights on east and west side of existing 1913 building and consideration to be 
given to continuing roof lights in 1898 part of the building.
+ Mix of unit sizes and building typologies: Town houses, smaller mews houses and cottages as well as large apartments, 
ateliers and lofts and even a villa (mixes of sizes will result in a more mixed community of different needs and means).
+ Eave heights of new buildings are below or similar to MoSta building eave height (about 6.90m)
+ All new buildings have pitched roofs (material clay tiles, glass)
+ Significant step-change in thermal performance of listed building needs to be achieved 
+ Passive house standard can be reached in new buildings   
+ No ground floor floorplate below 50m2 Gross External Area (related to Draft Design Codes, Space Standards eg. London Mayors 
Housing Standards); except cottages in design concept 4. 
+ All properties to comply with ‘Lifetime Home Standard‘ so adaptable buildings usable by many different people are   achieved 
+ Some concepts explore extending existing MoStA building (eg. so a more balanced roadside front elevation can be achieved, 
the current building was never finished to the intended design)  
+ Reduce the need for the motorcar (provision of bike shed, max 1 car per household, car sharing option to be explored)
Key differences between the concepts:  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+ Retain or enhance visual connection between St Peter’s, mature tree crowns and Hatfied Road   
+ Treatment of motorcar parking (front of site, back of site, dispersed) 
+ Energy efficiency and orientation of new buildings (semi-detached very different performance compared to terraces)  
+ Future vehicular access to Liberal Club 
Questions:  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+ Question regarding possible basements (light wells?, high end development, storage, hobby room, movie room, library)
+ Question on how to use ‘the MoSTA front room‘ (stunning room fronting Hatfield road) other than residential (sui generis 
use?, working artist accommodation?, creative businesses?, social/events room?)  
+ Affordable housing question/self-build plot an option?
+ How to make developers invest in demonstration project and deliver on exceptional design quality and energy efficiency? 
(Planning conditions, formally agreed design codes, competition/chose a developer with track record, type of developer) Tip: 
Use the small scale of this site/perhaps explore selling the MoStA building and site separately?   
+ Testing of reversibility of changes to locally listed building (e.g quietly making sure that the large floor plates in the 
locally listed building can be reinstated)      
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http://www.rudi.net/node/19134

HTA Design Upton, Urban Extension 

These new  buildings are 
all delivered via Design 
Codes and by enlightened 
developers! 
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LIGHT 
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Design strategy for 
light: 

Reinstate 1913 
building to original 

plans 
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Strategy for 
light: 

Reinstate the 1913 
building to its 

original plans... 

Section
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 Design Concept 1: 
Oak Tree Gardens
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New Building

Glass structure: 
greenhouse  

conservatory, etc.   

Private Gardens    

New replanted tree   

Green boundary  tree   

Vehicular, pedestrian and DDA 
compliant Access   Possible future 

access 
to neighbouring 

site Pedestrian & 
DDA compliant access 

Coachhouse with  
(living,working/car/

bike parking)  

GateHouse 
(Bins/Recycling) 

Existing buildings 

Existing mature trees  

10m
8m
6m
4m
2m

2m 4m 6m 8m 10m 

N

The oak is a 
communal garden 
with a gate for 

residents 

Concept 1: 
Oak Tree 
Gardens 

 Extension to 
existing building: 

1 story + 
generous Attic  

 Glass structure: 
Entrance to 2 

apartments, full 
height, outdoor 

space upper 
apartment/loft  

Opportunity to 
extend unfinished 
1898 building 
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Existing structures: Retention and enhancement of 
1898 and 1913 buildings. Retention of windows on north 
facing facade of MoStA building. Extension along east 
elevation connecting via a greenhouse. Extension of front 
elevation.

Layout and building lines:  An arrangement of 
terraced town houses, smaller buildings and larger 
apartments sited around connected smaller and bigger 
courtyards and gardens; the layout can be continued as and 
when the neighbouring site might get developed. 
Possibility for 1 storey extensions of town houses. 

Scale, block structure and urban grain: New 
buildings: 2.5 floors and 1.5 floors, 5.50 to 6.5 wide; 
3.20 m high ground floors; maintains hierarchy of 
buildings. Overlooking of public alleyway to east provided. 
Distance between buildings and churchyard about 18m.

Landscaping: Private back and front gardens and shared 
gardens (oak tree),landscaped car parking and facilities 
in street-facing part of site; blue pavers and gravel, 
large proportion of site is soft landscaped but kept very 
sunny.      

Appearance: Natural materials in keeping with local 
palette: Red bricks(reclaimed?)/pitched roofs can be 
connected in the future; lots of glass/light and terraces 
in gables of terraced town houses; clay roof tiles. Timber 
frame windows.  

Movement and inclusive access: 1 access for 
motorcars and 2 pedestrian routes for residents; future 

vehicular access to Liberal Club possible. 
Uses/Quantum:1600m2 to 1700m2 GEA*, 11 to 13 units, 3 
to 4 town houses (2.5 floors), 3 smaller homes (1.5 
floors), 5 large apartments/ateliers/lofts with 
mezzanines; residential with creative activities and home 

working. 
Renewable energy/efficiency: These 2 terraces are 
a good built form to retain heat; the south facing terrace 
has great sun exposure and air regulation through cooler 
north side of building. Creation of a micro climate within 
courtyard.

 Design Concept 1: Oak Tree Gardens
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 Design Concept 1: Oak Tree Gardens
Quantums/building typologies:
About 1600 to 1700m2 GEA*
11 to 13 units: 
3 3 to 4 town houses (2.5 floors)
3 3 smaller homes (1.5 floors)
3 5 to 6 large apartments/ateliers/lofts 
(with Mezzanines) 

MoSTA building (1898 and 1913 building; 
about 850m2 in 4 apartments/ateliers/
lofts) 
3 About 275m2 x 2 floors + 300m2 
mezzanines)  

Extension of MoStA building 
(about 370m2) 
Street/front: 
3 about 90m2 apartment 
Courtyard side:
3 about 90m2 apartment (including 
conservatories and access) 
Oak tree back: about 190m2
3 30m2 greenhouse part of groundfloor 
atelier 1913 building  
3 80m2 small home 
3 80m2 small home 

New terrace of buildings: 
3 About 450m2 in 3 or 4 buildings of 2.5 
floors (including use of attic) / can be 
converted in garden flats and 

Coachhouse:
3 About 60m2 living/working accommodation 
3 60m2 Parking facilities for cars/bikes

Gatehouse: 
3 About 25m2 bin/recycling facilities 

All Gross Floor Area figures 
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Design Concept 2: 
Oak Tree Terrace
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Existing structures: Retention and enhancement 
of 1898 &1913 parts of the MoStA building/
contemporary front and side extension/rooftop 
terrace. Retention of windows on north facing facade 
of MoStA building.    

Layout and building lines: A set back 
courtyard framed by terraced/staggered town houses 
and the ancient oak tree; possibility for 1 storey 
extensions/conservatories in town houses; Front 
elevation extended along the existing building line.  

Scale,block structure and urban grain: New 
buildings 2.5 to 3.5 floors; 3.20 m high ground 
floors, space in the attic; about 5m to 6m wide; 
extension of existing MoStA building rebalances 
facade and reinforces hierarchy of buildings;distance 
between building and churchyard about 6m.        

Landscaping: Private as well as shared gardens 
under Oak tree,landscaped car parking in the centre 
of the site; blue pavers permeable bound resin gravel 
in courtyard.   

Appearance: Natural materials in keeping with 
local palette: Red bricks(reclaimed?); pitched roofs; 
clay tiles and glass elements for outdoor amenity 
spaces; timber frame windows.  

Movement and inclusive access:
1x access for motorcars and 2 pedestrian access 
routes for residents; motorcars at the centre of 
site.   

Uses/ Quantum: 12 to 13 units: 4 townhouses (2.5 
floors), 1 smaller building, 5 large apartments/
ateliers/lofts (with mezzanines); residential with 
creative activities and home working.

Renewable energy /efficiency: Terrace 
orientation optimised for passive solar gain;  
terrace is a good build form albeit staggered 
arrangement leads to gain in sun exposure but loss in 
thermal compactness.  

Design Concept 2: Oak Tree Terrace
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 Design Concept 3: Oak Tree Terrace
Quantums/Building typologies:
About 1500m2 to 1600m2 GEA*
12 to 13 units: 
3 4 townhouses (2.5 floors)
3 1 smaller building 
3 5 large apartments/ateliers/lofts 
(with mezzanines) 

MoStA Building (1898 and 1913 
building,about 850m2 in 4 
apartments/ateliers/lofts)

Extension of MoStA building (about 

150m2) 
Courtyard side:
3 about 150m2 for apartments 
including terraces/outdoor amenity 
space 

New terrace of buildings: 
3 About 500m2 in 4 buildings of 2.5 
floors (including use of attic) 

Coachhouse:
3 About 60m2 living/working 
accommodation 
3 60m2 Parking facilities for cars/
bikes

Gatehouse: 
3 About 25m2 bin/recycling 
facilities 

All Gross Floor Area figures 
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Design Concept 3: 

Middle Terrace  
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Existing structures: Retention and enhancement 
of 1898 and 1913 buildings.Retention of windows on 
north facing facade of MoStA building. Extension to 
front elevation.

Layout and building lines:  An arrangement of a 
south facing terrace consisting of a cottage, 4 town 
houses and larger apartments around a landscaped court 
yard; the layout can be continued as and when the site 
neighbouring site might get developed. Possibility for 
1 story back extensions along the terrace. A gate 
house for bins and recycling is located near the 
street.   

Scale, block structure and urban grain: New 
buildings 2.5 floors and 3.5 floors; 3.20 m high 
ground floors; space in the attic; plot width 5m to 
6m; introducing similar eave heights along the eastern 
edge of the site; overlooking of public alleyway 
provided. Distance between building and church yard 
about 15m.       

Landscaping: Private and shared gardens through 
passage to Oak Tree,landscaped car parking; blue 
pavers and gravel or permeable bound resin gravel in 
courtyard. Visual connection to crown of Oak tree 
framed by varied roofline.     

Appearance: Natural materials in keeping with local 
palette: Red bricks(reclaimed?)/pitched roofs; clay 
tiles; timber frame windows.   

Movement and inclusive access:
1 x access for motorcar and 1 or 2 pedestrian routes;  
future vehicular access to Liberal Club possible. 

Uses/ Quantum: About 1400m2, about 10 to 11 units: 
5 apartments/lofts/ateliers, 4 town houses, 2 
cottages; residential with creative activities and 
home working. 

Renewable energy /efficiency:
Terraces is a good built form to retain heat, south 
facing terrace have great sun exposure and air 
regulation through cooler north side of building. 
Creation of micro climate within courtyard. 

Design Concept 3: The Middle Terrace 
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The Middle Terrace:

Variation  

Extension of  
unfinished 1898 

building 

Larger Gatehouse   
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Design Concept 3: The Middle Terrace 
Quantums/building typologies:
About 1500m2 to 1600m2 GEA*
10 to 11 units: 
3 4 to 5 town houses (2.5 to 3.5  
floors)
3 5 larger apartments/ateliers/lofts 
(with mezzanines) 
3 1 smaller building (Gatehouse) 

MoSTA building (1898 and 1913 
building; about 850m2 in 4 
apartments/ateliers/lofts) 
3 About 275m2 x 2 floors + 300m2 
mezzanines)  

Extension of MoStA building 
(about 370m2) 
Street/front: 
3 about 90m2 apartment 

New Building between Oak tree and 
existing MoStA building 
3 about 200m2 

New terrace: 
3 About 400m2 in 3 buildings of 2.5 
to 3.5 floors (including use of 
attic)/some can be converted in 
garden flats and 

Gatehouse: 
3 About 60m2 building  

All Gross Floor Area figures 
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Design Concept 4: 
The Lane
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Design Concept 4: The Lane  
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Existing structures: Retention and 
enhancement of 1898 and 1913 buildings. Retention 
of windows on north facing facade of MoStA 
building. No extension. 

Layout and building lines:  An arrangement 
of 5 cottages, 2 town houses and a large villa as 
well as larger apartments/ateliers/lofts sited 
along a lane leading to the churchyard (pedestrian 
access only). Possibility for 1.5 storey 
extensions. 

Scale, block structure and urban  grain: 
New buildings 2.5 floors floors; introduces range 
of building typologies; distance between buildings 
and churchyard about 5m.       

Landscaping: Private and shared gardens under 
oak tree;landscaped car parking and facilities 
across the site; blue pavers and gravel and 
permeable bound resin gravel; Visual connection to 
oak tree at the top of the Lane.     

Appearance: Natural materials in keeping with 
local palette: Red bricks(reclaimed?)/pitched 
roofs: clay tiles; timber frame windows.   

Movement and inclusive access:
1 access for motorcars and 2 pedestrian routes for 
residents; future vehicular access to neighbouring 
site difficult to achieve. 

Uses/Quantum:About 1600m2 to 1700m2 GEA;
11 to 12 units: 1 Villa (2.5 floors); 4 larger 
apartments/ateliers/lofts (with mezzanines); 7 
cottages; residential with creative activities and 
home working.

Renewable energy /efficiency:
New buildings: Built form of semi-detached 
buildings is not as thermally efficient as 
terraces. North to south orientation of buildings 
allows for good morning and evening sun exposure. 

Design Concept 4: The Lane  
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Quantums/building typologies:
About 1600m2 to 1700m2 GEA*
11 to 12 units: 
3 1 Villa (2.5 floors)
3 4 larger apartments/ateliers/lofts 
(with mezzanines) 
3 7 cottages 

MoSTA Building (1898 and 1913 
building; about 850m2 in 4 
apartments/ateliers/lofts) 
3 About 275m2 x 2 floors + 300m2 
mezzanines)  

Cottages: 
3 About 650m2 in 7 cottages (2.5 
floors;including use of attic) 

Villa:
3 About 200 m2 building 2.5 
floors;including use of attic) 
 

All Gross Floor Area figures 

  

Design Concept 4: The Lane  
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3 each attendee received 18 dots and was invited to vote across the four principle      
design concepts: 

6 green dots to signal support for design concept
6 blue dots to signal some support for the design concept
6 red dots to signal little or no support for the design concept

Green, red and white comments card were provided to add views, opinions and ideas to 
improve the design concepts. 

Cast your vote...
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“Confident 
21st century”     

Smart    Accommodating    

Respectful

Flexible    Sunny  

Great 
metabolism    

Surprising!

Age well    

Characteristics of great buildings & 
places ... of our time
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 Design Concept 1: 
Oak Tree Gardens

Green Comments 
-! Opportunity to create 3/4 very distinctive, architecturally exciting 

urban town houses at rear

-! Hopefully not a 1980’s conservatory here, a nice glass box would be 
better

-! Contemporary extension to existing building to replace 1960s 
extensions

-! Good – but would be better with underground parking

-! Makes good use of the site – could potentially be improved by 
building across the frontage with an arch with living accommodation 

-! Could be more densely developed

-! Balance? 

White/blue/neutral Comments 
- Needs an extension on the existing frontage to create visual 

interest/excitement and close up courtyard space

- Possibly slightly under-developed in the sketch form

Red Comments  
- North-facing garden?! 

- Garden no cars! (Underground parking) too expensive? Or possible? 

- Could do with balancing the porch/depth of wings not matched 

- Bin recycling access for refuge vehicle?

In support (33+7 votes) 

In support of some of it (11 votes) 

Can’t quite support it (1 vote)

+++ Design Concept with the highest level of support +++
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 Design Concept 2: 
Oak Tree Terrace

Green Comments 
-! Would be good to allow ransom strip to Liberal club

-! Could have archway to front

Red Comments  
-! This makes a nasty gated development… exclusive not inclusive

-! Gardens are overlooked

-! Break up the parked cars – looks like a car park!

-! Poor car parking

-! No ransom strip

-! Staggered building line – does not relate to grain

-! Fails to allow potential access for development of land rear of 
Liberal club

-! Don’t take cars so far into the site!

-! Houses are complicated and will be expensive to build

-! Gate house?

-! Bin recycling access for refuge vehicle?

In support (16 votes) 

In support of some of it (20 votes) 

Can’t quite support it (22 votes)
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 Design Concept 3: 
The Middle Terrace

Green Comments 
-! Extend with archway at front

-! Agreed that block too big. But… If you reduce the block this scheme 
is very good

-! Good courtyard feel

-! Vista from road

-! Makes good use of the land. Need to look at the height of the flats

-! This is very good subject to block size reduction to the north of 
the old building 

Red Comments  
-! Or except poor and unacceptable impact on neighbour

-! Flats too high adjacent to single storey building to East

-! Too much building – looks cramped and over-developed

-! Block behind MOSTA 1913 is too big

-! Can be deep plan / Simple houses! Don’t build against school. 
Building across with triangle space inside …?...

-! Problem: Cars are central

-! Flats at back right need to be 2 storey max

-! Could have archway at front

-! Bin recycling access for refuge vehicle?

In support (18 votes) 

In support of some of it (23 votes) 

Can’t quite support it (9 votes)
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 Design Concept 4: 
The Lane

Green Comments 
-! It has a softer appearance that the others – The houses don’t have 

to look like Wimpey’s! I hope not!

Red Comments  
-! Too much like an average Wimpey Homes infill development

-! Too suburban nothing distinctive

-! No sense of community

-! Too linear

-! Lost option to use neighbouring site

-! Suburban not urban

-! Explore the mews idea with parking integrated?

-! Bin recycling access for refuge vehicle?

In support (9 votes) 

In support of some of it (7 votes) 

Can’t quite support it (28 vote)
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Additional Information: 
Market and sales values... 
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AL1 / St. Albans: 30 most expensive streets to buy property
(Nov 2014; Land Registry data; sold prices) 

Rank Street        Average           
1 Pondwicks Close      £1,755,764      
2 Homewood Road        £1,525,324      
3 Marshals Drive       £1,476,525      
4 York Road            £1,473,313      
5 Faircross Way        £1,320,830      
6 The Park             £1,302,565      
7 Cunningham Hill Road £1,250,270      
8 Sunderland Avenue    £1,188,058      
9 Kensington Close     £1,127,617      
10 St Peters Close     £1,093,335      
11 Cunningham Avenue   £1,088,205      
12 Blenheim Road       £1,047,707   
13 Beaumont Avenue     £1,040,541   
14 Hall Heath Close    £1,010,410   
15 Marlborough Gate    £1,001,806    
16 Jennings Road       £990,577    
17 Clarence Road       £984,193   
18 Gainsborough Avenue £978,613    
19 Sandpit Lane        £957,662  
20 Bedford Park Road   £943,551  
21 Lancaster Road      £930,196  
22 Park Avenue         £926,813   
23 Herons Way          £918,758   
24 Grimston Road       £912,400  
25 Hamilton Road       £895,701  
26 Hall Place Gardens  £892,807  
27 Marshalswick Lane   £890,616  
28 Salisbury Avenue    £873,725  
29 Mile House Lane     £839,143  
30 Battlefield Road    £837,501  

mousprice.comMoStA Site 
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http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/pondwicks+close+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/pondwicks+close+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/homewood+road+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/homewood+road+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/marshals+drive+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/marshals+drive+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/york+road+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/york+road+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/faircross+way+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/faircross+way+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/the+park+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/the+park+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/cunningham+hill+road+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/cunningham+hill+road+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/sunderland+avenue+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/sunderland+avenue+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/kensington+close+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/kensington+close+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/st+peters+close+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/st+peters+close+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/cunningham+avenue+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/cunningham+avenue+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/blenheim+road+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/blenheim+road+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/beaumont+avenue+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/beaumont+avenue+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/hall+heath+close+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/hall+heath+close+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/marlborough+gate+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/marlborough+gate+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/jennings+road+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/jennings+road+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/clarence+road+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/clarence+road+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/gainsborough+avenue+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/gainsborough+avenue+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/sandpit+lane+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/sandpit+lane+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/bedford+park+road+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/bedford+park+road+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/lancaster+road+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/lancaster+road+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/park+avenue+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/park+avenue+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/herons+way+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/herons+way+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/grimston+road+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/grimston+road+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/hamilton+road+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/hamilton+road+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/hall+place+gardens+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/hall+place+gardens+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/marshalswick+lane+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/marshalswick+lane+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/salisbury+avenue+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/salisbury+avenue+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/mile+house+lane+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/mile+house+lane+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/battlefield+road+al1
http://www.mouseprice.com/house-prices/battlefield+road+al1


Gross 
External 
Floor 
Area 

Difference 
GFA/GIA 

m2 m2 m2 (a)m2 (b) £6,000 £6,500
Concept 1 Oak Tree Gardens 1600 1700 1408 1496 £7,040,000 £7,480,000 £8,448,000 £9,152,000 -12%
Concept 2 Oak Tree Terrace 1500 1600 1320 1408 £6,600,000 £7,040,000 £7,920,000 £8,580,000 -12%
Concept 3 The Middle Terrace 1500 1600 1320 1408 £6,600,000 £7,040,000 £8,064,000 £8,580,000 -12%
Concept 4 The Lane 1600 1700 1344 1428 £6,720,000 £7,140,000 £8,064,000 £8,736,000 -16%

here: using lower 
GIA (a) to 
reflect higher 
sales values per 
m2/less 
development 

Gross 
Internal 
Floor Are, 
GIA (-12 to -

As provided by Council/ Paul 
Teesdale per m2 

£5,000

Lower Sales Value per 
m2 

Broad brush calculations regarding range of sales values per m2 Gross 
Internal Area (£5000, £6000 and £6500)  across 4 concept designs and 
estimated quantums. Produced on the 4 November 2014.  

For discussion only. 
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Thank you for taking part in 
this 1st Look! St Albans  

Design Charrette 

PART 1 PART 2 PART 3

A) Used as input into 
Design & Access Statement for Planning Application    
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B) Published    
C) Used as part of a ‘Letter of Endorsement’  

by Look! St Albans to Local Planning Authority  

Results will be: 
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Angela Koch of ImaginePlaces 
London, Kentish Town  

email: Angela@ImaginePlaces.co.uk
twitter: @ImaginePlaces

phone: 07904310053 
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